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Abstract - This paper presents a teleconferencing platform  that was developed in the course of the Euro-
pean project Beteus. The platform features a high-level programming interface that reduces the applica-
tion development effort to a minimum. Platform and applications were deployed over the European ATM
pilot network between sites in Sophia-Antipolis, Lausanne, Zürich, Geneva and Berlin. One of the major
problems was to make the cross-connect based ATM pilot transparent to the applications. This was
achieved with a fully-meshed network of permanent virtual paths interconnecting the ATM LANs of the
project partners. Another major problem was the provision of multicast to the applications. With the
ATM pilot being a hostile environment for IP multicast, the optimum solution here was found to be
sender-based multicast. The paper presents the major features of the application platform and the devel-
oped applications. It describes the network configuration and summarizes the experience gained in field
trials and major events.

1  Introduction

The collaborative teleconferencing platform described in this article was developed in the course of the Euro-
pean Beteus (Broadband Exchange for Trans-European USage) project [1][2] and was tested in field trials over
the European ATM pilot network which interconnects the Beteus partners in France (Eurécom, Sophia Antipo-
lis), Switzerland (CERN in Geneva, EPFL in Lausanne, ETHZ in Zürich) and Germany (TUB Berlin). Beteus is
a 16-month follow-up to the Betel tele-teaching project [5] in which two of the Beteus partners, Eurécom and
EPFL, were involved. The Beteus platform profited from the experience gained with the Betel tele-teaching
application which was one of the first collaborative applications to be run over cross-national ATM links in
Europe.

When work on Beteus started in August 1994 it was actually not clear how the interconnecting network
would look like. Native ATM access for every project partner was envisaged, but other solutions like SMDS
were also considered. Another open issue was which kind of application should actually be deployed on top of
the Beteus network. The principal goal of the project was to demonstrate the quality of communication that can
be achieved when bandwidth is not a limiting factor. The originality of the application was not so much in the
focus of the project as its ability to advertise the bandwidth that is at its disposal. It was also envisaged to
develop several applications instead of just a single one. This set of applications should then be used by a group
of people on a daily basis for a real-world event, like for instance a distributed summer school. It was thought
that, as a result of the application diversity and the high quality of audiovisual communication, Beteus users can
develop so much tele-presence at remote Beteus sites that they form avirtual community, i.e., a group of geo-
graphically dispersed people that interact in a natural way via an electronic medium [6].

Two applications were proposed in the early Beteus deliverables [1]: a distributed classroom application and
a tele-meeting application. A final decision concerning the applications would be taken as soon as it was clear
what kind of real-world event would be organized to demonstrate the project. Rather than to start implementing
an application that could become obsolete at a later stage of the project it was decided to develop an application
platform with a high-level application programming interface (API) that would keep the effort to implement a
specific application at a minimum. It in fact turned out that the distributed classroom application would need to
be replaced by a tele-tutoring application.

The Beteus platform and the two application scenarios were developed in the period between August 1994 to
April 1995. During the same time all project partners managed to get access to the European ATM pilot network,
allowing the field trials to start in May 1995. The platform and two application scenarios were successfully dem-
onstrated to the project officer of the European Union in July 1995. The field trials continued until December
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1995, with the second major event being the organization of a distributed conference November 16 and 17
between a main site in Madeira and attached sites in Madrid, Brussels and Sophia-Antipolis.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 and 3 present the application platform and the applications that
were developed on top if it. Section 4 contains a description of the Beteus network on which platform and appli-
cations were deployed. Section 5 summarizes the experience gained during the trials and the major events. The
paper concludes with some remarks about the major contributions of the Beteus project, and the future of the
platform.

2  The Beteus Application Platform

The most important requirement put onto the platform design was a high-level API supporting connection
control, session management and collaboration [3]. The platform should also support application specific group-
ing of equipment so as to allow complex application endpoints like a classroom with multiple cameras and
screens. The platform was to be designed on top of the TCP/UDP/IP protocol suite for portability reasons.

Sites and Nodes:

For the total amount of tightly coupled equipment within the network of a project partner the abstraction of a
site is introduced. The abstraction of a node is introduced as the application dependent mapping of equipment
onto a logical application endpoint. Connection and session control within a site is performed by a central entity
that knows about the application specific node mapping from a configuration file. Fig. 1 shows a possible node
mapping for the personal workplace. The node shown uses different workstations for audio and video processing
and for the actual application process. The user interface of the application is displayed on a terminal rather than
a workstation screen. Video is displayed separately from the user interface on a second screen. The media input
and output devices in Fig. 1 have the logical namesPersMicrophone, PersSpeaker, PersCamera andPersS-
creen. Such names are used by the application to address connection endpoints. The site configuration file con-
tains for every node a list of endpoint entries, with each entry containing a logical name and its mapping onto a
physical address.

The node abstraction allows to construct arbitrary application endpoints. It supports applications with special
node configuration needs since an application can define its own logical connection endpoints. It also allows for
a high amount of flexibility with respect to endsystem resource management, which is especially important in
the case of video.

Application Model:

The Beteus application model introduces the abstractions of asession, asession vertex and asession applica-
tion. A session is the abstraction for one instance of a distributed application that runs on top of the platform. A
session comprises, from a logical point of view, a set of nodes as session members. From a computational point
of view, a session consists of a set of session endpoints, called session vertices, which are processes that run on
the session nodes. The ensemble of session vertices within a session constitutes the session application.
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Fig. 2 shows two sites with both of them having three nodes defined in the site configuration file. An applica-
tion is indicated that spans both sites, with three nodes being involved at site A and two at site B. In fact, there is
no limitation on the location of the nodes that form a session; they can be all within a single site, or all within
different sites. Session vertices always interact with their local site control, but the processing of a session vertex
request may trigger inter-site group communication, which is the case whenever connections need to be estab-
lished in-between sites.

Site Architecture:

The three principle layers of the site architecture are depicted in Fig. 3. The top layer is an application layer
containing a generic control panel and application processes - the session vertices. In the middle there is the site
control layer which comprises the site manager, the connection manager and the station agents. The site manager
implements the functionality offered at the high level interface towards the applications, whereas the connection
manager performs physical connection establishment in collaboration with the station agents. The communica-
tion layer finally contains the audio, video and application-sharing software as well as the group communication
entity that supports the exchange of control messages between site managers and between connection managers.

The shaded architecture components in Fig. 3, i.e., the site manager, the connection manager and the group
communication entity, have only one instantiation within a site. Station agents on the contrary are daemons that
are found on every machine on the site network that may be source or sink of audio or video connections or that
may run application-sharing software. Application sharing in Beteus is done via X11 user-interface sharing for
which a system developed by one of the project partners could be integrated into the platform [12].

Application Programming Interface:

The platform services accessible via the API [4] are:
•  session management
•  connection management
•  endpoint control (audio and video endpoint parameters)
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Fig. 2.     Application model.

Fig. 3.     The BETEUS site architecture.
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•  application sharing
•  messaging among session vertices
•  directory service

The API has powerful abstractions for connection control. Complex connection structures like all-to-all or
all-to-one can be established and restructured with single API calls. This is important for multi-point applica-
tions with dynamically changing connection structures among participants.

Applications and site manager communicate via Tcl-DP [8], the distributed programming package for Tcl/Tk
[9]. This allows to implement simple applications entirely in Tcl with DP for communication and Tk for the
graphical user interface. More complex applications will profit from the BeCool application compiler that gener-
ates a C++ skeleton for the session vertex executable [7].

3  Application Scenarios

The two applications that were developed for the platform are a tele-meeting application for simple informal
meetings, and a tele-tutoring application, which is actually a reimplementation of the Betel application on the
Beteus platform.

The tele-meeting application establishes all-to-all audio and video connections among its participants and
allows to share a single application. Connection management becomes only active when session vertices enter or
leave the session, in which case they are automatically added or deleted from the audio, video and application
sharing connections.

The typical usage scenario of the tele-tutoring application is a professor tutoring a group of students, all of
them in front of personal workplaces. The application has different states that correspond to the time-line of a
tutoring session. First the professor gives a speech and explains the subject, in which case there is a audio and
video multicast from him to the students. After that students start to work, in which case there is only a point-to-
point audiovisual and application-sharing connection when the professor is answering a student question.

4  The Beteus Communication Platform

The Beteus network has to accommodate three kinds of traffic:
•  high-volume digital audio and video over UDP/IP
•  medium volume X11 and control traffic from application sharing over TCP/IP
•  low-volume group communication over UDP/IP

The audiovisual traffic requires from the network guaranteed throughput, multicast, low and bounded trans-
mission delays and low transmission delay jitter. The application sharing traffic requires low round-trip delays
and low packet loss for optimum response time at the user interface level. The main requirement of the group
communication component is low packet loss. It is clear that a pure ATM network with no intermediate routers
provides the best solution for the kind of traffic the Beteus platform generates.

The implementation phase which started in November 1994 went hand in hand with the planning of the net-
work for the field trials. The Beteus partners in Germany and Switzerland had very quickly negotiated an access
to their national ATM pilots, whereas Eurécom needed to convince France Telecom that a direct ATM access
was absolutely necessary for its participation in the field trials. When it became clear that everybody else in the
project was on the European ATM pilot, France Telecom gave in and offered Eurécom direct access to ATM.

Beteus Network:

Fig. 4 depicts the Beteus network. All project partners have local ATM LANs on the basis of Fore Systems
ASX-200 switches. The switches of all project partners but ETHZ connect to the ATM pilot via 34 Mbit/s E3
interfaces. ETHZ is the only project partner that has a 155 Mbit/s STM 1 link to the ATM pilot. The ATM pilot
itself is a collection of ATM cross-connects in various European countries. Beteus runs over cross-connects in
Paris, Cologne and Zürich as far as can be judged from the scarce information provided by the network opera-
tors. The only service provided so far by the ATM pilot is the interconnection of bidirectional permanent virtual
paths (PVP) or semi-permanent virtual paths (SPVP). The PVP service offers connectivity over a longer period
of time, whereas SPVP requires occasional or periodic reservation. Beteus was most of the time using the SPVP
service and had connectivity on Tuesday mornings from 9:00 to 13:00. In addition to that, the Swiss project part-
ners were once in a while running tests on other week-days.



Terminal Equipment:

On each BETEUS site user access to the application was provided through one or several multimedia termi-
nals. Each terminal consisted of two SUN workstations with a separate screen on each workstation. One of the
screens was entirely dedicated to computer interactions including the control panel and the shared computer
application while the other one displayed the video stream from the other participants of the session. The work-
station supporting the video display was equipped with an XVideo board from Parallax that implements motion
JPEG compression [11]. In order to get a fair balancing of media processing load the audio processing was per-
formed by the other workstation using the built-in audio device and two different sampling rates at 8 and 16
kHz.

Network Configuration and Dimensioning:

The BETEUS application required one or several outbound streams from each terminal to all the other termi-
nals thus necessitating a two-way all-to-all connectivity. These requirements could alternatively be satisfied by
two different network topologies:

•  a fully meshed network whereby a two-way connection exists between each pair of terminals
•  an optimized network topology that minimizes the number of duplicate connections based on

some cost metric: for instance, the outbound video and audio streams from a single terminal can
be carried in a single connection over the most expensive part of the communication path (the
WAN) and this connection can then be broadcast over several local low-cost connections estab-
lished between a local site and the destination terminals.

Despite the obvious disadvantage of being the most expensive solution, the former alternative has been
adopted mainly because of the high priority given to network availability in the project. The major drawback of
the optimized solutions is the lack of reliability due to the existence of single point of failure cases: in all the
optimized solutions the communication between two sites would depend on a third site that would typically pro-
vide some broadcast and forwarding function as part of the optimization. On the other hand, as experienced
through the field trials, the probability that one or several sites were not available over significant periods of time
was very high due to network failures or organization problems. The fully meshed topology therefore appeared
to be the only affordable alternative assuring reliable communication among all the active sites.

The fully meshed topology was implemented by an overlay SPVP network providing a single unidirectional
VP between each pair of sites among Eurécom, EPFL, ETHZ, CERN end TUB. The SPVPs thus formed a vir-
tual private network and the allocation of virtual circuits inside the SPVPs could be dynamically managed by the
ATM switches located in each site as shown in Fig. 4. Since the signalling flows were severely affected by the
traffic control mechanisms provided by the ATM pilot network, dynamic switching of virtual circuits across the
WAN was not a dependable alternative. Hence a static solution was adopted whereby both the VP and the VC
configuration was manually set on the ATM switches of each site. Table 1 depicts the VC/VP configuration at
Eurécom. VCij  in this table corresponds to two unidirectional VCs established between the workstation i at
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Eurécom and workstation j located at the remote site. By convention the two VCs related to the same bi-direc-
tional connection are identified by the same VCI.

The application requirements in terms of network throughtput were as follows:
•  one low quality video stream (12fps): < 1 Mbit/s
•  one high quality video stream (25fps): < 2 Mbit/s
•  one audio stream: 64 kbit/s or 256 kbit/s
•  control and application sharing: negligible

It was decided to reserve a maximum bitrate of 3 Mbit/s for every PVP.

Multicast:

The most important problem to be solved was multicast. It was clear that multicasting had to be performed
within the local networks of the project partners given that the ATM pilot does not support any form of multi-
casting. At the beginning there was the hope that Fore Systems’ proprietary SPANS signalling could be tun-
nelled through the ATM pilot, and that then either Fore Systems’ native ATM multicast or its implementation of
IP multicast could be used [14][13]. This does not work because the actual ForeThought 3.0 switch software
does not support more than one signalling channel at a given network interface port. Since a Beteus ATM switch
accesses the ATM pilot via a single E3 port it is not possible to establish signalling tunnels with more than one
remote site, which is, there is no way to establish a fully meshed network of signalling channels between the
Beteus switches.

ATM-based multicast itself turned out to be hard if not impossible to achieve. The ASX-200 switch does not
allow an incoming cell stream to be duplicated into two streams that leave through the same output port, as it is
required in Beteus. This is a natural restriction if one considers that output ports of switches are usually con-
nected to input ports of other switches or to host interfaces. In both cases, there is no need for multicast in inter-
mediate switches - multicast is only performed by switches situated at the endpoints of multicast branches. A
solution proposed by Fore was to let the switch multicast an incoming stream to as many switch output ports as
there are final destinations, and loop the streams back into the switch and then finally out via the E3 interface.
This proposal was not further pursued because such a solution would have monopolized the Beteus switches of
which some where used in parallel for other projects.

The only solution that remained after ATM-based multicast had fallen away was a multicast on application
level. One possibility for this is to have one central multicast daemon running on one site, with each of the other
sites having a point-to-point connection to the daemon machine. Such a configuration is similar to the multipoint
control units found in N-ISDN conferencing systems. Another possibility is to distribute the multicast function-
ality onto all sites and have one multicast daemon per site. None of the two solutions was adopted simply
because it was thought to be awkward to have delay sensitive media streams pass four times through the UNIX
user space. The solution that was finally implemented was source-based stream duplication: audio and video
senders transmit streams to more than one destination. While this multicast scheme lacks elegance, it seems to
be the best of all possible compromises. It might appear to be a drawback of source-based stream duplication
that it sends identical streams over the same network link, but note that this would have been equally the case in
an ATM-based solution. A real drawback of source-based stream duplication is that it puts an extra load on the
source machine, but this does not really matter in the case of Beteus where media streams are sent to a limited
number of destinations. The platform architecture takes such performance issues into account and allows to have
machines dedicated to audio and video transmission. Stream duplication avoids additional processes and thus
additional points of failure, and it is in terms of end-to-end delay almost as optimal as ATM-based multicast.

Table 1: VC/VP Configuration at Eurécom

 Site VC11 VC12 VC21 VC22 VPI

EPFL 120 121 125 126 4

ETHZ 140 141 145 146 2

CERN 210 211 215 216 71

TUB 130 131 135 136 6



5  Field Trials and Events

A never ending source of problems was the big amount of configuration that was necessary to establish the
Beteus overlay network. Every project partner had to manually configure four PVPs, sixteen permanent virtual
channels and sixteen IP/ATM address mappings for a trial. At many sites, Beteus interfered with other projects
that used the same equipment and that had their own configuration. It often happened that machines were not
available for the tests, or were replaced at short notice by others, for instance because of hardware failures. The
general configuration file that was used by the project partners was therefore often not up-to-date, or if it was it
could happen that switch or interfaces were badly configured.

The performance of the network was excellent. The round trip time measured between Eurécom in France
and the Swiss sites was around 30ms. The Swiss sites among themselves measured round trip times of as low as
4ms [10]. A network management platform tailored to Beteus was monitoring performance at levels from the
ATM layer up to the video and audio application processes. An example measurement for the bit loss rate at
ATM level is 3.03x10-9 [15], which indicates a very reliable network. The quality of the network was directly
visible at the application level. Audio and video had low losses and low latency.

Fig. 5 shows the cellrate emitted by the ATM layer of a machine that is sending video with a frame interval of
120ms (8.33 fps) and a window size of 240x240. Time period 1 shows the constantly present SPANS signalling
traffic. Video transmission starts in time period 2 with a single stream. This period is interrupted to start a second
stream, which results in time period 3. Since the second stream is the duplication of the first with only a different
destination, the cell-rate is exactly double the one of time period 2. Time period 4 shows three streams, followed
by an interruption and again two streams in time period 7.

It can be seen that the cellrate generated by the JPEG video coder is almost constant. The average cellrate in
time period 2 is 1053.8 cells/sec (or 446kbit/sec) with a standard deviation of only 83 cells/sec. The video trans-
mission software features a control loop that tries to match the generated bandwidth with a target bandwidth by
modifying the JPEG quantization tables. This allows to have a more or less constant outgoing cellrate despite
the inevitable video scene changes.

Events:

The first major event was the successful demonstration of platform and application to the project officer of
the European Union in July 1995. The second major event of Beteus was the organization of the distributed
panel discussion of IDC ’95 in November 16 and 17, 1995. The conference itself was held at Madeira, but all
presentations were transmitted to two sites in Madrid, to Eurécom and to a host of the European Union in Brus-
sels. The remote sites could actively participate in the discussions that followed the presentations.

Fig. 5.     ATM cell-rate measurements for video transmission.



6  Conclusion

The experience of Beteus is that the broadband network needs to be much more transparent than it is now in
order to support advanced multi-point applications. The configuration effort necessary to allow for connectivity
on IP level in a network as small as the one of Beteus was perceived as a major obstacle. What is needed for
platforms like the one of Beteus to run successfully is signalling and network multicast support.

After Beteus, the platform will be deployed on France Telecom’s ATM WAN in Sophia-Antipolis that is
becoming operational in April 1996. Work on it will continue in various directions. In a general move to shorten
communication paths and to increase distribution within a site, we started to reimplement our platform on top of
CORBA [16]. Station agents are replaced by an object request broker that establishes direct communication
between the connection manager and the audio, video and application sharing processes. A future version of the
API will be defined in IDL and allow direct connection endpoint control. An application stub may then provide
Tcl access to API calls and events.
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